Training in Symbolic Medecine ©
General information
Symbolic Medicine ©: this method was discovered in 2006 by Rose and Gilles Gandy. It is based on the
observation that the habitat (i.e. the place - such as a house or apartment - where a person lives) reflects the
unconscious problematics of its inhabitants, which can be detected simply by the use of dowsing rods (a biosensitive detection instrument). Then, once the inhabitant's consciousness is aroused, it is possible to act on
the detected phenomena, always through symbolic language, which leads to the disappearance of disturbing
symptoms in the habitat as well as in the inhabitant.
Symbolic Medicine © proposes "habitat-inhabitant harmonization ©" to solve any type of requests
(diseases, existential or psycho-emotional problems, blockages, unfulfilled desires, etc.).
The training takes place over several cycles, and is provided by a group of trainers. It takes 3 years to
complete all the cycles.
The training courses are open to everyone. There are no prerequisites or necessary conditions.

The training is conducted in three-day modules. These modules are grouped by cycles (a cycle generally
includes 6 modules per year).
The process is flexible: thus, a person can start the course, interrupt it for various reasons, and resume it later
with another group.
The essential thing is to practice regularly what is being taught so that the specific knowledge and skills
are well integrated.
Each module includes physical exercises (Qi-Gong) to allow a better circulation of energies in the body and
therefore a better detection.
The modules are organized according to a logical progression, which corresponds to the learning of the
founders of the method.
It is therefore impossible to do these modules in any other order.

Evaluation of practices
The group of trainers assesses the ability of each person to continue the course. This evaluation is used to
validate:




Practice: good holding of the rods, training, the ability to let oneself be guided, etc.
Communication skills: listening to others, empathy, relevance of questions, etc.
Analytical capacity: rationality in relation to detection, etc.
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Cycle 1 - Symbolic Medicine of the Habitat
This first cycle allows trainees to calibrate on the mirror effects in the habitat and on the energies of nature
and man. In homes and sacred places, calibrations begin with the energies closest to the physical level, then
continue with those on the emotional and mental levels, and end with those on the spiritual level.
- Module N°1: Holding the dowsing rods / How to use the rods
- Module N°2: Harmonization of natural spaces
- Module N°3: Emotional pollution in the habitat
- Module N°4: Mental pollution in the habitat
- Module N°5: The sacred in the habitat
- Module N°6: Sacred places and spaces

Cycle 2 – Symbolic Medicine of the Body
This second cycle deals with the healing treatments for people, guided by the rods. During these modules,
trainees learn to heal energetic bodies (auras, meridians, chakras), treat entities (etheric, astral and mental
pollution), and treat energetic pollution in family lines (curse, evil eye, paranormal and black magic). All
these techniques remain linked to the person’s habitat, because it is the latter that "prints" the effects of
energy pollution (on family lines in particular).
- Module N°1: Work on energetic bodies
- Module N°2: Rod guided treatments
- Module N°3: Emotional nodes and fragments
- Module N°4: Entities (kouei)
- Module N°5: Family lines (messages, loyalty)
- Module N°6: Family lines (energetic pollutions)

Cycle 3 - Symbolic Medicine of the Soul
This third cycle begins with the learning of the energetic language of the soul (Enneagram) and the notion of
"karma". It continues with the treatment of karmic information: treatment methods discovered by Rose and
Gilles Gandy (possessions/sieves, invasive souls, karmic bubbles, soul program, karmic protections, etc.).
All these techniques remain linked to the person’s habitat, because it is the latter that "prints" the effects of
energetic pollution.
- Module N°1: Enneagram 1
- Module N°2: Enneagram 2
- Module N°3: Possessions
- Module N°4: Invasive Souls
- Module N°5: Bubbles and karmic protections, the soul’s program
- Module N°6: The incarnation of the soul (Enneagram 3)

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Cycle N°1 : Symbolic Medicine of the Habitat – Habitat / inhabitant harmonisations
Symbolic Medicine represents a new way of approaching and treating the problematic that man encounters:
- in his physical body (diseases, accidents);
- in his emotional body (stress, blockages, knotting);
- in his mental body (patterns, addictions, blockages);
- in his spiritual bodies (the karmic dimension behind each manifestation);
- in the symbolic extensions of these bodies, the habitat coming first.
This training necessarily starts with 6 basic modules (MSH) that aim at:
- teaching how to use dowsing rods, a bio-sensitive instrument that will allow them to enter into a
relationship with the invisible (the spirit);
- calibrating on different existing pollutions (etheric, astral, mental). This calibration operates when these
manifestations are encountered in living spaces - especially in the habitat.
Then the training continues with modules on treatments of human pathologies - always in echo with the
habitat.
The concept of Symbolic Medicine uses living spaces as a mirror because everything in the universe is
interdependent. In addition, it seeks to empower the individual through an opening of consciousness, the
only way to trigger the process of self-healing.
Warning: all these modules require a regular practice that will be validated during the training. If the trainee
does not have time to practice - for whatever reason - he or she will be asked to wait before registering for
the next step.
Each module includes theoretical and practical training. Qi-Gong exercises will improve detection
performance and allow the trainee to vibrate at a higher frequency (which is essential to later treat energetic
problems encountered here and there).
NB: the training courses are identical, regardless of the trainers.

Detailed program of the 6 modules MSH (Symbolic Medicine of the Habitat)
Module N°1: How to use the Dowsing rods
In order to communicate with the invisible world, we use dowsing rods as a medium tool. This first module
aims at teaching how to use this tool. As with any learning process, it is necessary to start by "practicing
scales", before one day letting the tool speak and thus create "artistic compositions". From this first module
already, the purpose is to heal the human being, through the detection and symbolic reading of human auras
for example.
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Program:
- how to use the rods;
- calibration on human auras, analysis of aura readings;
- calibration on tree auras;
- use of rods for quantitative measurements;
- use of rods to obtain qualitative and symbolic information.

Module N°2: Harmonization of natural spaces
The first symbolism that we encounter when we come into the world of matter is the "land / ground".
Nothing can be experienced without the form and territory associated with it. This module aims to calibrate
the trainee on the energies of life in order to start the symbolic dialogue with them through the messages
given by the rods.
Program:
- natural spaces;
- where to find the spirit of the place, symbolism;
- the five elements: physical, emotional and mental symbolism;
- water: calibration on the water spirit (ondine, water nynph), detection, interpretation;
- fire: calibration on the fire spirit (salamander), detection, interpretation;
- air-metal: calibration on the air spirit (sylphs), detection, interpretation;
- the earth: calibration on the earth spirit (wyvern), detection, interpretation;
- wood: calibration on the wood spirit (garden), detection, interpretation, initiation to gardening guided by
the rods;
- elemental beings: calibration on different nature spirits (gnomes) that inspire us in the human–nature
relationship;
- protocol for harmonizing parcels of land and natural spaces, training on an experimental house.

Module N°3: Emotional pollutions in the habitat
The habitat is a reflection of its occupants. During a harmonization, it is frequent to encounter all kinds of
energetic manifestations that disrupt the lives of the inhabitants.
This module deals with the invisible pollutions closest to the physical. They frequently refer to unconscious
problematics that are unsolved or to old memories imprinted in the habitat.
Program:
- the notion of territory and private space (the goldfish bowl);
- the entities of nature that disturb the human being, calibration, detection, treatment;
- astral entities, calibration, detection, treatment;
- memories imprinted in the walls of the house, calibration, detection, treatment;
- the spirit of plants, calibration, detection, use;
- tools for cleansing the Feminine;
- training on experimental houses.
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Module N°4: Mental pollutions in the habitat
This module allows the trainee to calibrate on some of the most aggressive pollutions in the habitat, namely
mental and paranormal pollutions. The presence of wandering or blocked souls will also be discussed.
Program:
- blocked souls, calibration, detection, treatment;
- mental entities, calibration, detection, treatment;
- paranormal in the house and underground, origin, calibration, detection, treatment;
- tools for cleansing the Masculine;
- training on experimental houses.

Module N°5: Sacredness in the habitat
Sacredness exists only through the intention of the human being. During a harmonization, and after having
cleared the most disturbing pollutions, this approach becomes possible thanks to relevant symbolic messages
revealed by the place and by the detection of specific points that the inhabitant can "sacralise."
Program:
- symbolic messages of the habitat;
- the habitat-inhabitant mirror;
- the Trinity points in the habitat, calibration, detection, functioning and use;
- training on experimental houses.

Module N°6: Sacred places and spaces
Humans have always sanctifyed "strong" places, because the energy felt there was powerful and had healing
or teaching functions. This module teaches how these places work energetically by approaching various sites
(megalith, pagan temple, sacred natural site and chapel). The last day will be devoted to the creation and use
of personal sacred spaces.
Program:
- working principle of sacred places, feminine sites, masculine sites;
- approach and use of a sacred natural site;
- how a temple works;
- how a megalith works;
- creation of a temporary personal sacred space, using it for treatments with rods;
- energetic waveforms guided by the rods to harmonize a person
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Cycle N°2 : Symbolic Medicine of the Body
After having dealt with pollutions related to the habitat and to habitat/inhabitant interactions, Symbolic
Medecine will naturally turn towards healing people. The MSB modules deal with the treatments on the
body's energetic systems (auras, chakras, meridians) and on the energetic parasites that come on these
systems. The treatment of family line pollutions completes these modules by going into "the family field".

Detailed program of 6 modules MSB (Symbolic Medicine of the Body)
Module N°1: Work on energetic bodies
This module provides basic knowledge on the energy systems of the human body (meridians, chakras,
auras). It also provides a basis for personal practice on these different aspects through appropriate Qi-Gong
exercises.
Program:
- Qi-Gong practice on the three dantian;
- Qi-Gong practice on the main chakras of the body;
- the different energy layers of the body (aura), functions, symbolism;
- the different chakras, functions, symbolism;
- the main meridians, pathways (brushing) and associated symbolism;
- harmonizing the aura with the rods (detection, dating, explanation).

Module N°2: Rod guided treatments
This module deals with the concept of symbolical medicine guided by the rods and the different
problematics of the energetic bodies that can be treated in this way: we can act mainly on the etheric,
emotional and mental bodies.
Program:
- let yourself be guided by the Spirit of the place: theory and individual training;
- souls of deceased people hooked on the bodies: detection and treatment;
- healing of the energetic body: treatments on the different energetic layers of the human body (layer
displacement), on the chakras and on the meridians (blockage detection, symbolic analysis, healing)

Module N°3: Emotional nodes and fragments
This module mainly deals with problematics related to entities, emotional nodes and fragments.
Program:
- emotional nodes: detection, analysis, hand extraction, rod guided treatments;
- fragments: detection, dating, analysis and treatments.

Module N°4: Entities (kouei)
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This module concerns the problematics related to large entities (kouei).
Program:
- psycho-emotional entities: detection, analysis, dating, analysis and treatments.

Module N°5: Family lines (messages, loyalty)
This module deals with the life path of people and the collective dimension of the human being. It is about
one’s incarnation in a particular family and the connections by the soul to family line problematics. This first
module concerns information that is not very far away in the lineage (usually less than 7 generations back).
Program:
- the souls blocked in the lineage (analysis of the blockage, treatment, helping the soul to leave the earth
plane);
- the ancestors' disturbing messages and their treatments (how to stop repetitive patterns).

Module N°6: Family lines (energetic pollutions)
This module deals with energetic pollutions in family lines and their treatments.
The root of the pollution is often very distant (more than 10 generations back).
Program:
- serious energetic pollutions in the lineage (paranormal, black magic, curse, evil eye...).
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Cycle N°3 : Symbolic Medicine of the Soul
The specific approach Symbolic Medicine has to studying living spaces made it possible to discover
unsuspected causes for a certain number of pathologies. Beyond the physical and psycho-emotional causes,
Rose and Gilles have discovered the influences of karma. These manifestations originate from the soul of
the person, and what treats them goes hand in hand with work on oneself.
However, to heal the soul, it is necessary to have a tool for understanding and analyzing the construction of
the human mind. Many tools exist (astrology, numerology, modern psychology, etc.). The Enneagram seems
to be the most relevant, because it is very quick to learn (two trainings) and very easy to implement (just
observe yourself and observe the other). It not only allows us to see ourselves truly in our own construction,
but also to deeply understand the reactions of others and the construction of their path of life and evolution.
The rods allow to harmonize/treat with the figure of the Enneagram.

Detailed program of 6 modules MSS (Symbolic Medicine of the Soul)
Module N°1: Enneagram 1
The Enneagram is an old tool transmitted by Sufi tradition. Each personality is constructed in relation to a
fundamental fear, and the child that we were has developed a reactive defense mechanism to no longer meet
it. It is this mechanism that is at the basis of the construction of our ego. Everyone can identify and become
aware of their own basic mechanism in this first training course.
Program:
- a dive into egoistic constructions, knowledge of one’s personal construction.

Module N°2: Enneagram 2
The Enneagram also describes even deeper, almost instinctive aspects: personality subtypes. The deep
understanding of oneself that results from this inner exploration allows one to move towards a higher idea
that hides within. This second training course opens the person to a spiritual dimension that is the exact
reflection of his or her basic problematic.
Program:
- breaking the ego’s deadlock, moving towards one’s virtue.

Module N°3: Possessions
This module deals with karmic issues and how to treat them. It concerns "sieve" information (possessions)
that disconnect people and reduce their energetic defenses.
Program:
- karmic issues: how to help a person get out of it faster;
- karmic treatments: conceptualization and practice, energetic possessions and resetting to zero.
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Module N°4: Invasive souls
This module deals with the problematics that prevent the soul from expressing itself in its integrity. We will
approah possession information by invasive souls, incarnated in a person (family karma), by a family
lineage (collective karma), or in connection with previous memories (personal karma).
Program:
- problems with possessive souls (person squatted by one or more souls);
- ghosts on the lineage (collective reparation);
- karmic information;
- information about the soul path;
- guilt and fears.

Module N°5: Karmic bubbles and condoms, the soul program
This module deals with the soul path of people and how to heal it. In particular, we will discuss the
blockages resulting from karma (karmic bubbles), those resulting from the limitations placed on the soul
(condoms or muzzles) and the lack of contact with one’s soul program.
Program:
- karmic bubbles;
- condoms (or muzzles) from previous lives;
- ejected soul programs (lack of self-realization);
- use of the spiritual points and of a sacred space for treatments: design, use, etc

Module N°6: The incarnation of the soul (Enneagram)
The figure of the Enneagram is a representation of the universe. As such, we can use it with the rods in the
same way that we use the mirror that the habitat represents. This module will allow everyone to see how
their soul has incarnated in relation to their personal karma.
Program:
- constellations guided by the rods, using the figure of the Enneagram.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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